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A Lighthearted Comedy Full of Adventure, January 26, 2012
By Reviewer"Lynn" - See all my reviews
This review is from: Kitchen Addiction! (Paperback)

Kitchen Addiction
Lizz Lund
Create Space
October 2011
General Fiction/Comedy
5 stars
Enter the world of Mina Kitchen and spend one hilarious week with her. More
happens in a week then most people have happen in six months... In her forties,
office manager at EEJIT, single, owns a cat, a bird and her own apartment and
loves to cook, if she gets the chance... Only problem she is never alone. Seems
her neighbor Vito is always at her house, cooking up some concoction that would
make most people run for cover and addicted to her Swiffer while he manages to
hook Mina into taking his laundry to the cleaners and pick up what is there.

Advertisement

Seems someone has been going around slinging bags of flaming Doggie Doo and
burning down the new Buy-A-Lots that are being promoted through the sales
divisions at EEJIT. Only now it's starting to get personal. They try to burn down
EEJIT's ,thrown a bag at Vito's apartment and Mina keeps getting knocked out.
Now can they find the culprit? Eventually losing her job now Mina has to find other
means as she has all the help in the world from the cast of characters
There is so much to this book that it would be impossible to write about everything
that goes on throughout the week in her life. The book is full of what one would
consider light comedy, word puns, cat's, dogs and cooking and the characters are
amazing. From Vito who is in the witness protection plan, to Norman her work
buddy who really is rich and doesn't need to work to her mother and aunt that is
forever trying to let's say blackmail her into painting her apartment and her
pregnant sister. Amid illegal prescription drug sales to being guarded by her
former cohorts from work, life is one hilarious ride for Mina. This book was a real
pleasure to read and more than once my husband wanted to know what was so
funny when I was reading. One word of warning! I would not suggest trying the
recipes in the book. I have just touched a little bit of what the book is about. I
would recommend this book for all who like a comedy that will help break the
gloominess of a day.
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great book, January 19, 2012
By GigglesSilly - See all my reviews
This review is from: Kitchen Addiction! (Paperback)

I read this one yesterday while I was all snuggled up under a blanket with my dog.
This is a easy read that had funny part and it was just what I needed. I thought
this is very well written and and fun easy read. I am so glad I had the chance to
read and review this book because I very much enjoyed it and I can not wait to
read more book by Lizz Lund.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful:
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Fun in Lancaster County!, January 17, 2012
By booatha - See all my reviews
Amazon Verified Purchase (What's this?)
This review is from: Kitchen Addiction! (Paperback)

My husband bought me "Kitchen Addiction" for my birthday. It was a great choice!
I am a big fan of light comedy, word puns, fun with names, cats and cooking.
Having grown up near an Amish area in the Midwest, it was a lovely taste of home.
This novel exceeded all my expectations.
Kitchen Addiction opens with zany fun & not-so-subtle puns, starting the story off
with a bright, sunny, smile.
The cast of characters includes Mina's loving family, a friendly, good hearted
neighbor - who's a former NJ mob member in witness protection, her bird &
orange cat. The goofy plot and word puns will leave you chuckling aloud, especially
if you're reading in a public location, like the subway.
The setting is Amish-centric Lancaster County, where everyone is truly nice.
Kitchen Addiction is a must read for all who grew up in an Amish area (or
anywhere in the Midwest) and miss it! It's like going home, but better.
Lizz's main character, Mina Kitchen, sounds like a lot of fun to chum-around-with.
She's a real 21st century woman, balancing her love of family, pets, job and
cooking. She's real, right down to her stunning, toe-mangling, sandals. She "works
to live", until she loses her job. With the loss of her job, Mina shows us that as one
door closes, another more exciting one opens. Mina has one humorous, but
plausible adventure after another.
Kitchen Addiction is a "Must Read" light hearted comedy, perfect for the beach or a
snowy day in front of the fireplace. You won't want to put it down. I finished the
story last night & realized I would miss Mina's adventures.
Congrats Ms Lund, we look forward to your future stories!!
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1 of 2 people found the following review helpful:
Cats and Cooking, November 28, 2011
By Rebecca Johnson "The Rebecca Review" (Washington State) - See all my
reviews
This review is from: Kitchen Addiction! (Paperback)

If you love cooking and cats you will probably be amused by this story. Lizz Lund
mixes memorable characters with bizarre behaviour and you never know what is
going to happen next. One word of warning: don't try the recipes. They are only
for your reading pleasure.
~The Rebecca Review
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